
Before you play :
• Place the game board on a table.

• Cut out and choose one token per player.

• Cut out and assemble the die, or use one from 
another game.

• Place all the colored tokens on square #1.

• Toss the dice : whoever gets  
the lowest number  starts.

How to play :
• In order, each player rolls the die and moves 

forward that many squares.

• If a token lands at the bottom of a ladder, 
the player must complete the corresponding 
challenge to “climb” the ladder and get closer to 
the finish line.

• If a token lands on the head of a snake, that 
player slides down to the square at the end of that 
snake’s tail.

• The first player who lands directly on square #100 
wins!

one challenge  
at a time!

Age  : 6 and older Number of players :  2 to 6
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How to win :  Be the first to reach square #100

An initiative from : In collaboration with : 

Reinvent 
your summer 

To view all  
the summer  
challenges, visit : 

our website  
ParentEstrie.com

our Facebook page   
@ParentEstrie

Connect 
 the dots 

from  
1 to 68 : 
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To view all the summer challenges, visit 

3 : Use your body to make the shape of one letter of 
the alphabet. Can another player guess which one 
it is?

10:  Say a word that rhymes with “bunny” (Alternatively 
: make up a rhyming poem with 3 lines!).

17: Unscramble these letters to make a word: KESNA 
(Alternatively: make your own anagrams!).

24: Use your body to make the shape of a number. Can 
another player guess what it is?

31: Read the number on the die and add 3 to it 
(Alternatively : subtract, multiply, or divide it with 
other numbers!). What is the result?

38: Tell a joke (Alternatively : play a round of charades, 
propose a riddle, or tell a short story!).

45: Do your best robot impression while you recite 
the alphabet or count from 0 to 10 (Alternatively 
: say your favorite letters, a word, or even a full 
sentence!).

52: Try to read the following out loud : “She sees 
cheese” (Alternatively : say it faster and faster).

59: Pretend to have a strong emotion. Can another 
player guess which one it is?

66: Try to answer the following silly question : “Do 
penguins get cold feet? Why?” (Alternatively : come 
up with another goofy question!).

73: Guess how many steps it would take you from 
where you’re sitting to the fridge, and then check if 
you were right by counting them out (Alternatively : 
estimate the distance in centimeters or meters).

80: Open a nearby book and read the first word you 
see out loud (Alternatively : make up a proper 
sentence using that word).

These challenges must be completed  BEFORE  
you can climb a ladder
IF YOU LANDED ON :

our website  
ParentEstrie.com

our Facebook page   
@ParentEstrie
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